PRESIDENT’S REPORT
 Ashley ran through a varied list of the events she had planned during her year as president. While
some were very successful, such as the table quiz, which raised £660 for Audio Visual equipment
for the school, some were less so. Unfortunately, the President’s evening made a loss as it failed
to attract the numbers hoped for.
 Another quiz is to be held later in the week and it is hoped that a similar sum may be raised to
enable the purchase of rowing machines for the gym.
 The careers evening was a great success both with a pleasing level of engagement from both the
Old Scholar volunteers who offered their advice and the pupils who were keen to discuss their
career paths. It is hoped that this event may be repeated.
 It has become increasingly difficult to attract Old Scholars to planned events in spite of our
significant presence on various forms of social media. It is hoped that the magazine may soon be
available on the Facebook page.
SECRETARY’S REPORT
 Maxine reiterated Ashley’s concerns about falling numbers both at today’s meeting and at
events during the year, which Ashley had worked very hard to organise.
 One of the main issues of the committee was the difficulty of encouraging membership and
arranging events of interest to all.
 The magazine was available before Christmas this year, which was pleasing. We continue to hear
from members who have perhaps misunderstood the opt-in policy and are disappointed at not
receiving a copy. We hope to have these teething troubles ironed out in time. Thanks must go
again to John Stanage for all his hard work seeking out contributors and editing the content.
 The Archive Room continues to be a great resource and thanks and appreciation must go to Mr
Chapman for his continued hard work therein. The committee regularly receives e-mails from old
scholars and complete strangers to the school requesting information. He now has the assistance
of Mary Hewitt and we are thankful that she is interested in helping out.
 Maxine expressed her thanks to Joanne McGaffin for all her help in dealing with the administration
of the committee and to Mr Moore for his continued support of and interest in the work of the
organisation.
 Thanks are also due to Braid and her staff for the catering at events such as this and to John and
his team for enabling access to the building when required.
TREASURER’S REPORT
 Brian reported that the association is in a healthy financial position and is able to make a sizeable
payment to the school each year for equipment.
 Although the president’s evening reported a small loss, the table quiz was very successful.
 Ashley thanked Brian for all his work.
PRINICPAL’S REPORT
 Mr Moore gave a brief summary of the continuing academic success of its pupils. The GCSE and A
level results this year were the best ever, which is great news although perhaps not for our coffers
as so many more monetary prizes have to be awarded!
 For the second time the school has received The Sunday Times Award, which is a measure of the
hard work of all involved – staff, pupils and parents.
 In terms of sport, success this year has been particularly notable on the hockey pitch. FSL won the
Burney Cup for the first time in 40 years. In fact FSL is the most successful team in the competition
being the current holder and the school with the most wins since the foundation of the
competition.
 There was a successful school production of “Annie” in October.
 Mr Moore expressed his thanks to the Association for their support and his wish for this to
continue.

